When harmonic maps from the Riemann sphere into the complex projective space are energy bounded, it contains a subsequence converging to a bubble tree map f I : T I ! CP n . We show that their q-transforms and q-transforms are also energy bounded. Hence their subsequences converge to harmonic bubble tree maps f 
Introduction
In [12] , Sacks & Uhlenbeck have shown that any harmonic maps defined on a closed surface with bounded energy contains a subsequence weakly converging to a set of harmonic maps and that a bubbling phenomenon may occur in the convergence. Gromov ([6] ) also noticed a bubbling phenomenon in the study of pseudo holomorphic maps.
In this paper, we concentrate on harmonic maps from the Riemann sphere S 2 , g 0 into the complex projective space CP n , g. Here we identify S 2 , g 0 with CP 1 , g and consider it as the complex manifold. Combining the resuls by Eells & Wood in [4, §6] with Wolfson in [14] , for each full harmonic map f : S 2 ! CP n ; we get a harmonic sequence seqð f ; rÞ :
with f r ¼ f . Let HarmðCP n Þ be the set of harmonic maps in a Banach manifold W 1; p ðS 2 ; CP n Þ for p > 2. Refining the ''Sacks-Uhlenbeck'' limit, Parker & Wolfson ( [11] ) give a definition of ''converging to a harmonic bubble tree map''. Though their definition in [11] is for pseudo-holomorphic maps, as mentioned in it, the definition is applicable for harmonic maps. In [11] and [10] , they have shown that, in this sense, harmonic maps with bounded energy contain a sequence converging to a harmonic bubble tree map satisfying appropriate conditions. Our main result is the following. As for details of notations or terminologies, we will define in the following sections.
Main Theorem. Let S 2 , g 0 be the Riemann sphere and CP n , g be the complex projective space. Take a sequence f f k g k in HarmðCP n Þ which are energy bounded. Then both fqf k g k and fqf k g k are also energy bounded. Passing through subsequences, f f k g k , fqf k g k and fqf k g k converge to either trivial maps or harmonic bubble tree maps À1 is an anti-holomorphic map of the length no greater than r À 1. Here r þ 1 is the q-order of f .
Here and throughout this paper, to simplify notation, we adopt the convention of immediately renaming subsequences and so a subsequence of f f k g is still denoted by the same way.
Contents are as follows. In §2, we begin to introduce harmonic maps defined on S 2 , g 0 into CP n , g. Associated to each harmonic map, we consider its harmonic sequence. We refer related results. In §3, we define a harmonic bubble tree map introduced by Parker & Wolfson in [11] . Then we show Main Theorem. In §4, we consider when harmonic maps into either CP 1 or CP 2 are gluable. Lastly, in §5, we consider examples of gluable or non-gluable harmonic bubble tree maps and their harmonic sequences.
A harmonic map and a harmonic sequence
Let C nþ1 be the complex ðn þ 1Þ-dimensional space equipped with the standard Hermitian inner product defined by
. We equip the Fubini-Study metric g on CP n of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. As for the geometry of CP n , refer [7, IX. 6. Example 6.3]. When n ¼ 1, we get an isomorphism S 2 F CP 1 through a stereographic projection
which takes the north pole to the origin, the south pole y to infinity, and the equator to the unit circle. Here ½z 0 : z 1 is the homogeneous coordinate system of CP 1 . Let S 2 , g 0 be the sphere with the Reimann metirc g 0 induced from CP 1 . As mentioned in §1, we also equip the complex structure on S 2 induced from CP 1 . On a coordinate neighbourhood U 0 , the metric g 0 is customary represented by ds
Here j is determined up to a complex factor of absolute value 1.
Throughout this paper, take and fix a real p > 2. As 1 > [9] and also [3, (8.15 ) Corollary]. Denote by HolðCP n Þ the subspace of HarmðCP n Þ consisting of holomorphic maps. Now we introduce a q transform and a q transform in [1] which is the same correspondence given in [4, §3] . For a smooth map f :
2 be the tautological complex line bundle whose fiber at z A S 2 is f ðzÞ. For a C-line X in C nþ1 , denote by X ? the orthogonal complement of X in C nþ1 . Define a smooth map f ? : S 2 ! Gðn; n þ 1Þ by f ? ðzÞ ¼ f ðzÞ ? . Here Gðn; n þ 1Þ is the complex Grassmann manifold consisting of n-dimensional subspaces in C nþ1 . We equip the standard Riemann metric g n and the complex structure on it. Refer [7, IX, Example 6.4] . f ? also defines the tautological bundle V ð f ? Þ ! S 2 . By [1, §2] , both V ð f Þ and V ð f ? Þ are holomorphic bundles over S 2 . Take a unitary frame Z 0 ; Z 1 ; . . . ; Z n of C nþ1 so that Z 0 defines f . Then put
369 harmonic maps from the riemann sphere and define maps
Here T ð1; 0Þ (resp. T ð0; 1Þ ) is the cotangent bundle on S 2 of type ð1; 0Þ (resp. ð0; 1Þ). We get the followings.
n Þ, q is a holomorphic bundle map and q is an anti-holomorphic bundle map.
Denote by ½V ð f Þ the projectivization of V ð f Þ. Though j is determined only up to a complex factor of absolute value 1, we get the fundamental colliniation of f
if qf ðzÞ 0 0. As mentioned in [1, §2] , when f is harmonic, by Theorem 1, we can get a well-defined non-trivial map qf : S 2 ! CP n as far as f is not antiholomorphic. We call it the q transform of f . When f is anti-holomorphic, we define the q transform of f as a zero map. Similarly we also get the fundamental colliniation
if qf ðzÞ 0 0. If f is not holomorphic, this defines a non-trivial map qf : S 2 ! CP n which we call the q transform of f . When f is holomorphic, the q transform of f is defined as a zero map.
Then we get the followings.
(1) f ? : S 2 ! Gðn; n þ 1Þ is harmonic. (2) Both the q transform of f and its q transform are harmonic.
We say that f A HarmðCP n Þ is full if its image lies in no proper projective subspace of CP n . Associated to a full map f A HolðCP n Þ, take a lift Z : 
for 0 a r a n where a À1 ¼ a n ¼ 0. For 0 a r a n, let f r : S 2 ! CP n be the nontrivial map defined by Z r . By definition, f rþ1 is the q transform of f r and f rÀ1 is the q transform of f r . Hence, by Theorem 2, f r is harmonic for any r. We call the sequence of harmonic maps
a harmonic sequence of f with the length n. When f A HolðCP n Þ is not full, we can choose an isometry
by a full f A A HolðCP n 0 Þ and the inclusion i. We define a harmonic sequence of f of the length n 0 seqð f ; 0Þ : 0
Here seqð f ; 0Þ is defined independently on the choice of a unitary matrix A. 
is a lift of f over a chart U and spanfv a g a is the subspace of C nþ1 spanned by vectors fv a g a . These orders are determined independently on the choice of a lift Z U . By [14, Theorem 3.1 & Theorem 3.4], we get the following.
Theorem 3. For any non-trivial f A HarmðCP n Þ, we get f 0 A HolðCP n Þ so that the harmonic sequence of f 0 contains f ;
where 1 a n 0 a n, r þ 1 is the q-order of f and n 0 À r þ 1 is its q-order.
We also call seqð f ; rÞ the harmonic sequence of f with the length n 0 . Obviously f A HarmðCP n Þ is full exactly when the length of seqð f ; rÞ is n. Let Harm Ã ðCP n Þ be the subspace of HarmðCP n Þ consisting of full maps. Correspondingly Hol Ã ðCP n Þ is denoted for the space of all full maps in HolðCP n Þ.
harmonic maps from the riemann sphere
Essentially, by [4, Theorem 6 .9], we get the following. Theorem 3 gives the correspondence of the following theorem.
Theorem 4. There is a bijective correspondence between f A Harm Ã ðCP n Þ and pairs ð f 0 ; rÞ where f 0 A Hol Ã ðCP n Þ and r is an integer with 0 a r a n.
For a smooth map f A W 1; p ðS 2 ; CP n Þ, we denote by c 1 ð f Þ the first Chern number of the tautological bundle V ð f Þ ! S 2 . By [14] , we get the followings.
Denote by R q ð f Þ the ramification index of q : V ð f Þ ! V ðq f Þ n T ð1; 0Þ which is the number of zeros of q counted according to multiplicity. Similarly R q ð f Þ is the ramification index of q : V ð f Þ ! V ðqf Þ n T ð0; 1Þ . As for the following lemma, we refer [5] and also [14, §3] .
Lemma 2.2. For f A HarmðCP n Þ, if qf is non trivial, we get
When qf is non-trivial, we also get c 1 ðqf
By Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, we get the following inequalities.
Lemma 2.3 [14, Theorem 3.1]. For f A Hol Ã ðCP n Þ, choose the Frenet frame fZ r g r as in Lemma 2.1. Then we get the followings for any r.
(
Harmonic bubble tree maps
It is well-known that HarmðCP n Þ may be non-compact with respect to W 
We denote by y l the south pole of S ðlÞ . Motivated by Parker [10] , if a map 
For CP n , g, we get a constant B 0 so that any f A HarmðCP n Þ with Eð f Þ < 2B 0 is trivial (refer [12] ). We choose B 0 as a scaling constant. Put H þ ¼ fz j jzj b 1g H C. By the choice of the translation and the rescaling in the renormalization, if a sequence of harmonic maps converges to a harmonic bubble tree map f I ¼ 4 l f ðlÞ : T I ! CP n , each bubble map f ðlÞ is parametrized satisfying
and B f ðlÞ is contained in the northern hemisphere of f ðlÞ when l 0 0.
In the case of CP n , the map
Let Harm a ðCP n Þ be the subspace of HarmðCP n Þ consisting of f with c 1 ð f Þ ¼ a. For each a A Z, Harm a ðCP n Þ is non-empty. By Theorem 5, if f f k g k in HarmðCP n Þ converges to a harmonic bubble tree map, f k A Harm a ðCP n Þ for any k large enough.
Lemma 3.1. Let f f k g k be a sequence in Harm a ðCP n Þ with Eð f k Þ a E for any k. Then we get 
Hence
As c 1 ð f k Þ ¼ a, by Lemma 2.1, we get
As 
which is not equivalent to any qf ðlÞ for l A I . As s We say that a harmonic bubble tree map f I : T I ! CP n is gluable if a sequence of harmonic maps converges to a harmonic bubble tree mapf f I :T T I ! CP n equivalent to f I : T I ! CP n . Firstly we consider the case when n ¼ 1. Note that any map in HarmðCP 1 Þ is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic.
is a well-defined anti-holomorphic bubble tree map defined on T I . If f I is gluable, so is qf I .
Proof. Let f ¼ ½ p 0 : p 1 A HolðCP 1 Þ be non-trivial where p 0 and p 1 have no common zero. Then, by calculations, Proof. If necessary, replace f I by an equivalent harmonic bubble tree map (which we denote by the same way) and take a sequence f f k g k in HarmðCP 2 Þ converging to f I . Without loss of generality, we can assume that f k A Harm a; E ðCP 2 Þ with E 0 jaj for any k. We get a harmonic sequence seqð f k ; 1Þ :
Passing through a subsequence, fqf k g k converges to f 
Here jI j is denoted for the number of elements of I . 
Here this is equal to zero exacly when fqf k g k converges to a bubble tree map equivalent to a well-defined bubble tree map qf I . r
Example
In this section, we show examples to consider relations between a harmonic bubble tree map f I and its q transform. We consider the case when n ¼ 2. 
